Baker Goes Roman Tonight;
The Cry is Venite et Bibite

MIT Dormitories Bakeram open Bonnemont sheehannah in connecti-

tucts IX, Oct., Oct., Hor VII, XXX Foot Meridian. Modern grades: Fogg,

Venite Frut . . . Vin, Fenitum, et Canis! For the benefit of uncivilized

and omnivorous moderns to in a rough translation: MIT Baker House presents a

Roman party in the Baker Dining Room on Friday, at 8:30 P.M., Drones —

information.

This notice, seen in various spots about Tech, heralds the annual Baker

House attempt to create the year's wildest campus party, this year an almost

real Classic Roman Orgy. The Orgy Committees is attempting to simulate the

Roman idea of weekend fun by redecorating Baker Dining Hall as an ancient

Roman garden, complete with bubbling bath, open patio, and 1000 square feet

of mattresses for the purpose of reclining — the peculiar Roman pastime. The

hundred couplings expected to attend must arrive in Roman togas or perhaps

Left to right: Hal Soper, Maria Chairman, dangling a sprig of grapes, Nick Soloway, Social Chairman, bonging a wine goblet, preparing for the orgy in Baker House tonight.

Bermondshorts, for these barbarians, and indiglo in all the wine and suet

that their three dollar admission fee can buy. Baker House Social Chairman, Nick Soloway remarked, "Just as Quo Vadis took three years and 10 million

dollars and The Robe took five years and twenty million dollars, our Baker House Orgy has taken ten years and will cost us thirty million dollars." Knowing

the Roman capacity for wine, Soloway predicts that this party will drive

Baker House into debt as last year when the Baker House Jungle Party lost

$50.

Soloway hinted that the revelers might find more surprises like a Latin

recitation by a re-arranged Cleopatra and maybe an evening's supply of that

famous Roman vino — pittas, besides an inexhaustible store of liquor and
garments.

A final word to those lucky enough to attend: "Friend, Roman, Country-

men, Dionysus, the 5th of Octo-

ber, but Como, Se, and Cooper at the orgy!"

Dr. Eliassen Starts
Research Program on Radioactive Wastes

Dr. Rolf Eliassen, Professor of San-

itary Engineering at the Massachu-

etts Institute of Technology, left last

week to set up a research program on

the disposal of radioactive waste for

the International Atomic Energy

Agency at its headquarters in Vienna, Austria.

"One of the real problems of the

future use of atomic power," he said, "is the disposal of radioactive waste

so that public health will not be en-
dangered. These wastes have the

same materials as fallout. With the spread

of nuclear power, other countries have

to be assured of a safer means of dis-
posal. This can be accomplished by

extensive research and development studies."

Professor Eliassen has long been an

authority on streams and air pollutions, and has worked for 15 years on the

problems of radioactive waste dispos-
al. The International Atomic Energy

Agency, which grew out of President

Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" pro-


tate in an international conference

on radioactive wastes disposal in Mo-

tanning-organized by the Agency and

U.N.E.S.C.O.

MIT Sports Car Club Grand Prix Sunday

The MIT Sports Car Club will pres-

ent the third in a series of major-
touring Grand Prix races on Sunday,

November 22, at 2:00 P.M. This will

be a miniature Sebring with a La-

Mani Start and the starting and end-
ing places will be at the Dynasys Park-

ing Lot in Watichan, Massachusetts.

There will be four classes: Small,

medium, large sports, touring.

Plaques will be awarded to the 1st,

2nd, and 3rd place in each class. In ad-

dition, the one who returns the fastest
time of the day will be awarded an

LP record of the 1968 Sebring race.

The entrance fee will be $8.00 for

members and $10.00 for non-members.

Further information can be obtained

from Brian Francis — AL 3-4744 or

Dick Braun, Hayden 10.

Drake Passage Makes Some Progress

On her voyage from the United

States to the South Pole, the Drak

Passage does not face with an impos-

sible task. Large sums of money will

be spent to finance the program.

Professor Eliassen has long been an

authority on streams and air pollutions, and has worked for 15 years on the

problems of radioactive waste dispos-
al. The International Atomic Energy

Agency, which grew out of President

Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" pro-


tate in an international conference

on radioactive wastes disposal in Mo-

tanning-organized by the Agency and

U.N.E.S.C.O.